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Overview

A syndicate is a VC fund created to make a single investment. 

A syndicate pools capital from a variety of investors into an LLC that invests in the 
startup alongside the syndicate lead.


Syndicate leads earn carry on AngelList's network of capital. 

Syndicate leads access $450M+ in institutional capital and thousands of sophisticated 
individuals ready to back deals. Leads earn carry in exchange for providing access. 
Carry can multiply returns by 5x or more.


AngelList makes the process seamless. 

AngelList handles everything through the lifetime of the syndicate, including taxes, 
documents, accounting, legal, and liquidity events. AngelList charges 5% carry on 
deals done through the platform (waived in select instances).





"AngelList provides any angel the opportunity 
to have an instant fund. The angel can take 
carry on this, while AngelList manages that 
person's back office." 

"The amount of care & support AngelList 
provides to founders and syndicates is 
incredible. Consistently honest, responsive, 
helpful." 

Elad Gil 
4 deals per year · $1,531,700 in backing

Semil Shah 
6 deals per year · $1,231,124 in backing

https://angel.co/eladgil
https://angel.co/syndicates
https://angel.co/syndicate/which


5x your returns

Syndicate leads earn carry on the primary investment and any subsequent follow-on 
investments. 


 

Estimate your returns 
 

 
  Your investment: 	 $10,000


  

  Syndicate capital: 	 $300,000


	 

  Carry: 	 	 	 15%


  

  Exit multiple: 	 	 10x


Note: this calculation does not factor in additional carry earned on pro rata investments. Also, these numbers are 
estimates. We recommend doing your own calculations to estimate carry. 
  




Privacy

All deals are private by default. Leads choose which backers to invite to deals. Most 
deals are done with fewer than 20 backers; some are done with the AngelList-affiliated 
funds only. Leads and founders can block specific users to avoid sharing information 
with competitors. Here's a distribution of backers per deal:


  



Choosing deals to syndicate

AngelList investors look for specific criteria when deciding whether to invest. You can 
contact your account manager to better understand whether a deal is suitable.


  

Sources of capital

AngelList helps connect leads to multiple capital sources. 



How it works

Step 1: Secure an allocation in a suitable deal 

Ask a founder for an allocation for you and your syndicate.


Step 2: Formally submit the deal to AngelList 

The lead then shares information about the opportunity. AngelList and the lead invite 
prospective investors, including the AngelList-affiliated funds, to a private deal 
environment.


You don't need your own backers to run a syndicate deal. The funds represent $450M+ 
in capital and invest $50-500K per deal. AngelList helps you build your backing over 
time.


Step 3: The deal closes 

Investors make decisions within a set time period (usually 3-10 days). Deal documents 
get signed and funds are collected and wired to the startup.


Many leads set up a Q&A conference call between prospective investors and the 
startup founder; these have historically helped drive more capital into the syndicate.


 
How much of an allocation should I ask for? 

Tell founders that you need to consult with your LPs before committing to an allocation size. You 
can provide a range if needed. 

 

Send the deal to your AngelList account manager before formally submitting. We'll give you a soft 
answer including a recommended allocation size within 3 business days. 

 

If your deal does well on AngelList, you can always increase the allocation (with the permission of 
the founder). 

https://blog.angel.co/csc-upshot/


How carry works

When an investment becomes liquid, AngelList pays a share of the investment's profit 
to the lead. Leads typically charge 15% carry. AngelList's standard carry is 5%.


Earn carry on follow-on rounds 

If you negotiate pro-rata rights with a startup founder, you can earn carry on 
investments made by backers on follow-on rounds. Leads earn their full carry on these 
rounds as long as they invest their full pro rata allocation.


AngelList waives carry for backers you bring online 

Syndicate leads can reduce or waive their carry on an investor-by-investor basis. Also, 
investors you bring to the platform pay the carry you negotiate and AngelList will waive 
its usual carry as long as the average carry to AngelList is at least 2.5%.


Share carry with value-add investors 

Carry sharing enables you to build a group of value-add advisors for each deal you 
syndicate. This can help you win competitive allocations.


For example, a syndicate can award carry to:


• top researchers / professors who can help startups with technical problems.

• portfolio company CEOs who can help startups with operational advice.

• influencers who can help startups with distribution.

• corporate execs who can help startups with sales leads.




Legal structure

Each syndicate is an LLC created to make a single investment (SPV). The fund is 
managed by Assure Fund Management. The fund is typically advised by AngelList 
Advisors, which is wholly-owned by AngelList. Leads become special members of the 
LLC and receive carry.


Syndicate leads must:


• be accredited investors

• be in good standing with the SEC

• make a direct investment into the same company the syndicate is investing in, on 

the exact same terms

• agree to tell AngelList how they vote your shares, or if they buy or sell shares


Resources

• Inside the Deal Blog Series

• AngelList Funds Investment Criteria

• Interviews with Leads

• The Economics of Syndicates


https://blog.angel.co/tag/inside-the-deal/
https://angel.co/syndicates/criteria
https://blog.angel.co/tag/radio/
https://angel.co/economics-syndicates


Case studies

Each of the links below is an interview with an active syndicate lead discussing their 
angel investing philosophy and how they use AngelList.


Jake Seid, active syndicate lead and former MD at Lightspeed Ventures


Dave Eisenberg, active syndicate lead and VC at Red Swan Ventures


Pascal Levy-Garboua, active syndicate lead


Zach Coelius, investor in Cruise and Branch Metrics


Brendan Wallace, investor in Clutter


Tikhon Bernstam, investor in Cruise


Jenny Rooke, investor in Caribou Biosciences


Mike Jones' syndicate deal for Dollar Shave Club ($1B exit)


https://blog.angel.co/from-lightspeed-to-angellist-jake-seid-on-his-investment-in-roofstock-and-the-future-of-real-estate/
https://blog.angel.co/inside-the-deal-how-dave-eisenberg-earned-allocation-in-payjoys-series-a/
https://blog.angel.co/inside-the-deal-think-angels-cant-play-the-big-game-pascal-levy-garboua-thinks-differently/
https://blog.angel.co/inside-the-deal-zach-coelius-investments-in-cruise-and-branch-metrics/
https://blog.angel.co/inside-the-deal-brendan-wallaces-investment-in-clutter/
https://blog.angel.co/inside-the-deal-tikhon-bernstams-investment-in-cruise/
https://blog.angel.co/interview-with-dr-jenny-rooke/
https://blog.angel.co/why-mike-jones-was-the-first-investor-in-dollar-shave-club/

